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Abstract

Blanco nocturno rewrites the noir genre as an economy. Just as the 

loose ends and other phantasmal remainders that disrupt the economy of detection. Besides 

of neoliberal capitalism, a supposedly hyper-rational system that ultimately unravels itself.
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alienated tone is the capital that feeds corruption and mediates all social and political relations. 

indeed attempts a settling of accounts, the investigatory act of detection does something similar. 

Noir, however, often refrains from offering harmonious closure, as unsettled debts and 

The Big Sleep

account by suggesting that they seek psychiatric help for Carmen, and let Eddie Mars take the 

Blanco nocturno rewrites the now canonical Chandler 
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powerful, is already blemished by previous indiscretions. And traces of Philip Marlowe are easily 

Blanco Nocturno inserts itself into the realm of 

La ciudad ausente, for 

différance

that this totality enclave can articulate. As such, there is no hegemonic ground to be consolidated, 

Junior in La ciudad ausente

Blanco nocturno, as 

according to Patrick Dove, is the novel that most closely follows the format of the hard-boiled noir 

able to comment on the tragic traits of a more properly noir

detective is unable to close the economic circle of investigation as he is constantly disoriented by 

phantasmal remainders that resist closure. Such failure, however, besides merely questioning the 

with deduction are able to stand in for the contradictions of neoliberal capitalism, a supposedly 

hyper-rational system that ultimately unravels itself. 

who-dunnit premise. Tony 

headed by the District Attorney Cueto, will identify the guilty party, impose a punishment, and 
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ménage a trois

back to Argentina, allegedly in hopes of acquiring locally bred steeds to bring back to the U.S.. 

Upon arrival, his romantic involvement with the girls provides fodder for the local gossip circuits. 

a neoyorquino 

district attorney Cueto pretends to close the case by alleging that the guilty party was Yoshio 

ménage a trois

venture capital, and Cueto himself. Croce can be seen as the noir hero who unveils a plethora 

synecdochal debt or liability that continues to haunt the town, and signals other secret stories 

true purpose was to deliver the overseas capital that the elder Belladona held in hedge funds 

liquidate his failed automobile factory. Other opaque interests, however, that could include Cueto, 

certain factory shareholders, as well as a host of speculating venture capitalists inside and out 

of Argentina, may be involved in an effort to divert the money and buy out the factory and lot in 

Rather than imputing a charge against a tangible guilty party at the end of the novel, both 

Croce and Renzi face a web of power relations that is both ubiquitous and hidden at all moments. 

. Todos son sospechosos, 
todos se sienten perseguidos. El criminal ya no es un individuo aislado, 
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 within 

Facundo, cierto 
ítems

su amenaza, deshace al otro, lo anula o lo hace caer en la desazón 

criminal angles that no one could adequately triangulate.   

Given Time: I. Counterfeit Money offers a provocative analysis of both economic and 

must be, owes itself to be…

Lacanian stain within the monetary or narrative economy that perturbs us and elicits our attention, 

yet at the same time, refuses to come into perfect focus, lest it cease to be a surplus.

Within the noir theoretical framework that we are tracing, the detective is he who is 

fully account for himself and becomes one more opaque variable that adds to and sullies the 

equation. Whether the detective realizes it or not, he is his own obstacle that muddles detection. 

El último lector 
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Dupin-type detective, loses his distance from the investigation, and thus alters the nature of 

the murder while also revealing that he took his life precisely because Croce would not let up in 

that his actions produce unintentional consequences that bedevil the pesquisa

the public, he has forestalled the possibility for a more thorough investigation. Now the murderer 

and pursuing the disperse conspiracy of which he is a mere pawn. What is more, most of the 

as he attempts to decipher what he is also partially creating. On one hand, he would like to 

variable which is always present and thus complicating analysis, and yet, is easily forgotten and 

Beyond his physical involvement in the events he investigates, the detective incurs a debt 

antes

según
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required. This hermeneutic circle poses a problem when it comes to detective work, which, if it is 

 Traditional, non-critical, conceptual thought, for Adorno, incurs a liability insofar as it does 

non-identity of thought, and from there it attempts to connect with the material surplus within the 

debt that remains. 

like to impose onto the thing, but which, according to Adorno, we must constantly whittle down in 

demonstrates his desire to face an epistemological debt that could eventually pull him down 
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ver

tragically enveloped in this storm of contingency wherein the foreign outside always bursts in and 

adduced as a sort of outside. Derrida similarly conceptualizes the economic circle in Given Time 

in spatial terms—there is an inside as well as an outside to economic activity. There are the 

tense relation between the two, the inside depends upon the outside for its very being. The outside 

economy of deduction. 

-

seemingly arrives at 
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recuerdos. El ojo blanco de la noche. Una mente criminal superior

intrude at this moment, but he seems to intuit a particular gaze, that of his disperse conspiratorial 

comisario intuits the conspiracy emanating from therein—Una 

mente criminal superior—

from outside creates this mystery or debt of an other that challenges what Croce knows about the 

epistemological surety. The only way to close this account, wipe the stain clean, and gain a sense 

of epistemological stability, would be, in Lacanian fashion, to see himself from outside, from the 

see himself seeing himself.

an other that can return the gaze to Croce and allow him the illusion of seeing himself through 

hablar para borrar su discursito privado, las palabras que le daban vueltas 

narrative eyes as Croce is ostracized from the town and eventually takes refuge in a manicomio. 

assume.  
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As a noir detective, Croce confronts and is disturbed by this gaze from the outside, 

whether it is the voice of the townspeople, the thoughts that arrive at him, his foe who he knows is 

not assume 

this epistemological debt that will not be settled. 

himself is able to stand in allegorically for the movement of capital within the age of neoliberalism, 

Plata Quemada

novela 

negra in general, the central enigma is not posed by the crime. What is under investigation here 

why

as we typically cast the hero as a site of resistance to the conspiratorial dynamics of international 

praxis 

presages its own crisis.  

pressures of neoliberalism, at odds with the various revolutionary-militant movements in Argentina 

Los Montoneros, ERP
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and record levels of foreign debt, all of which had devastating effects on Argentine economic 

in order to avoid economic crisis. At some point, as we see with the Argentine case, the system is 

problem for any capitalist mode of production. The only question, therefore, 

absorbed, or managed in ways that do not threaten the capitalist social 

the unstable contingency of rationality, so too does crisis take the form of an unknowable void 

inside and outside, so too does the neoliberal market confound the local with the global. What 

to supplement the other. We know there is a difference between the two—the rational and the 

rd
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infancia en Trenton, la gasolinera de su familia al costado de Route One, 

recuerdos eran suyos, y a Croce a veces le pasaba lo mismo con su vida. 

of outside and inside, where it is unclear if his thought is his own, or if it is other—one for which 

he cannot totally assume responsibility nor account for, as he cannot he even lay sole claim to his 

politics. A nationalistic practice like Peronism in the age of global neoliberalism, is rendered 

uncanny as it is determined by the needs of the outside, neoliberal market. This inability to parse 

inside from outside, national from global, familiar from unfamiliar, itself is the ghostly and uncanny 

debt that haunts national politics from the seventies on. 

was about to fade. The imminent obsolescence of the Peronist cause is attested to in the novel 
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as well as the ruin that such a narrative would soon become, as it is found on tattered posters 

coarsely plastered to the walls of a factory that is on the brink of decrepitude. While the masses 

protectionism, conditions in the international market had altered drastically since the previous 

Peronist government. Neoliberalism was underway in the early seventies, already actively 

chipping away at the viability of formerly state-protectionist models and making the effects of the 

renew the traditional pact between labor and state, the world oil crisis left any state-labor reform 

Argentina were fruitless. According to William Smith,

bourgeoisie, and the state fell victim to the coup de grâce delivered by the 

Like the detective who is unable to account for the outside voices that he hears in his head, 

the inside and outside of Argentine politics and economics are rapidly confused. Peronism, for 

inside of the state, is now beginning to be determined 

by the outside

Alianza 

Anticomunista Argentina death-squad that subsequently served as one of the blue-prints for the 
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gain admittance into the local space. The uncomfortable alliance, of course, comes apart at the 

seams in the ensuing years. 

justicialista narrative 

conserved the histrionics of nationalist populism, while drastically re-semanticizing the content in 

order to cater to the needs of international capital.  

order to ensure economic stability. While this maneuver can be seen as an effort on behalf of the 

who is disoriented by the thoughts and words that are not his own, yet a part of his thought 

process, the state is unable to account for the pressures of outside capital, which are now the 

   

What this noir novel leaves us with is the inability to distinguish inside from outside, rational 

system is a mystery in and of itself and thus encloses its own uncanny remainder. This, for Piglia, 

and economic sense, so too does it map the aporias of an economic system whose crises are 
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Endnotes

the different levels of literary citation in 

Nombre Falso
present in  and La ciudad ausente, it is not until Blanco nocturno that Piglia writes what 

Proceso as one 

The dilemma facing the architects of the new strategy during the Proceso was how to take advantage of the 

the social imperatives and conceptual systems of the past reveal themselves as still here and, indeed, still 
as imperatives. But they do so precisely by uncovering themselves as inheritances and imperatives that 

to their socialist cause but surrounded by right-wingers alienating the leader from the people and the 

politics on campus, restricted student unions, and discriminated against leftist lecturers, but the leader of 
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